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Hello,
This edition of MC Quarterly reflects perhaps the most extraordinary
three months of our lifetime. The effects of the global Covid pandemic
have presented us all with unprecedented challenges, both professional
and personal, but I am pleased to report that everyone at MC has been
busier than ever supporting our clients.
We have seen that communications continue to play a critical role in
engaging with audiences, and we have continued to provide innovative,
thought-provoking work - You can view an overview of our Covid specific
work here: COVID-19
Below you will also find some of our other recent work, such as the
launch of the UAE’s official COVID-19 results and contact tracing app, a
‘next-level’ sustainability report, a new website with a refreshed identity,
and an example of how to produce a vibrant new brand.
We are all hopeful that we will soon see a return to a more familiar
working life in all our offices before long. In the meantime it is encouraging
that we can still work well together to deliver work for our clients despite
the complexities.
If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to get in touch.
Matt Shepherd-Smith, CEO
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ADGMO
COVID-19 Campaign

How do you
create awareness
to encourage the
public to take
action against
COVID-19?
Harness the power of positivity
and togetherness.
We are proud to have played a part
in the fight against the global
pandemic by launching Alhosn, the
UAE’s official COVID-19 results and
contact tracing app. Through a
nationwide awareness campaign
we reframed the problem from one
of fear to one of empowerment
and togetherness with the call to
action “Protecting yourself
protects your community’.
See work
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Mondēlez
Sustainability Report

How do you take
sustainability
reporting to
the next level?
Through compelling copy and
impactful design.
Mondelēz International wanted to
take their sustainability reporting
to the next level. ‘Snacking Made
Right’ is the name of the report,
but also Mondelēz’s purpose. This
ran through the whole report,
while keeping the brand's sense
of fun. We elevated the look and
feel, while ensuring
communications were
transparent, strategic, and
tailored to audiences’ needs. We
also created an ancillary Report
Summary and a cohesive set of
covers for the 2019
Proxy Statement.
See work
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Riverstone
Website & ESG Report

How do you help
shape
perception of
a private equity
firm?
Add fresh energy to their digital
communications.
Long-standing client, Riverstone
is an energy focused asset
management firm. We’ve recently
helped to revamp their external
communications presence
through a modern, engaging
website and ESG report – both
using a refreshed identity we
developed for them.
See website
See ESG Report
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Aladdin Technology
Brand

中⽂文

How do you
differentiate your
startup from
established tech
giants?

Empowering brands
to connect through
social commerce
We empower brands to connect to new possibilities and build
stronger relationships with customers in Asia through social
commerce.

By demonstrating your value to
customers.
Aladdin Technology's existing
branding was too similar to one of
Asia's leading tech brands. They were
looking for a way to differentiate their
narrative and their offer in time for a
portfolio product launch due in two
weeks. We developed a fast-track
programme for Aladdin, which
focused on articulating their
strengths as a social commerce
platform innovator that connects big
global brands with consumers in
localised social media environments.
This brand strategy was supported by
a redesign of their identity, which
features a dynamic brand mark
inspired by their role as "connectors",
supported by vibrant and energetic
colourways across the website, to
bring to life the potential of
partnerships and possibilities.
See work

Over a billion engaged
customers at your fingertips
One platform that helps you manage your presence across social channels,
drive sales and engage with customers across China and South East Asia.
All in a customised, efficient and scaleable way.
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OUR PRODUCT
KOL.SHOP

Connecting
brand with customers

Dynamic
connections

Connect easily and
effectively with your
communities using the
power of KOLs.
Tap into audiences in Asia through top influencers.
KOL.SHOP provides a seamless shopping platform for
KOLs to advocate for your products and services,
amplify your reach and facilitate more authentic
relationships with your brand.

More about KOL.SHOP

OUR PRODUCT
ALADDIN MARKETING CLOUD

Build or customise
your social commerce
infrastructure at
twice the speed
and half the cost.
AMC is our white-label enterprise
infrastructure product that helps you build
and manage your social commerce
activities through a single dashboard, with
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maximum efficiency and minimised cost.

More about Aladdin Marketing Cloud

Isotropic Systems
Newsletter

How do you stay
front-of-mind with
a wide range of
stakeholders?
By connecting with audiences across
several touchpoints.
IsoTropic approached us to find an
engaging solution to tell their story
and keep them front of mind with
their stakeholders. To connect with
their audiences across several
touchpoints, we created an interactive
PDF for their website and email, which
was supported by social cards, plus
website and email banners to
reinforce the launch across their
social channels. These ‘IsoTopics’
identify the communications as
informative and relevant.
See work
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Derwent London
Annual Report

How do you
deliver best
practice
reporting beautifully?
By ensuring form and function
work seamlessly together.
As one of London’s largest and
most innovative property
regenerators and investors,
Derwent brings the same
attention to detail and creativity
to its reporting as it does to its
buildings. This year the focus on
wider stakeholder engagement
and ESG was sharper than ever,
with form and function working in
complete harmony.
See work
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Responsible Jewellery council
Film

How do you
communicate a
brand's vision?
Through inspirational storytelling.
The Responsible Jewellery Council is
the world’s leading standard-setting
organisation for the jewellery and
watch industry. We recently produced
an inspirational film for their AGM and
website, introducing audiences to the
Responsible Jewellery Council, and
bringing to life its purpose and vision.

See work
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Our thinking

Read more
Making lasting connections
in a virtual world
Nina Eisenman

Read more
Brew and a biscuit with…
Jane Reiss
Charlotte McIntosh

Read more
Timing is everything
Mark McKenna

Read more
You don’t know… what you
don’t know
Rick Sellers

Read more
Rebooting the employee
operating system
Phil Morley and Naz Sadri

Read more
The camaraderie of
staying in
Sophie Madigan

Read more
Don’t shoot yourself in
the foot
Alex Corn

Read more
Brew and a biscuit with…
Matt Shepherd-Smith
Charlotte McIntosh

Read more
Communicating in a virtual
world
Toby Low

Read more
Demystifying the new
workplace challenges
Phil Morley

Read more
Protecting your business
against cyber threats
Naz Sadri

Read more
Turning business leaders into
camera operators
Mark McKenna

Read more
Life’s different these days
Mark McKenna

Read more
Engagement is the foundation
for any virtual event
Toby Low

See work
DCMS, Less of a lonely place
Gold and 2 Silvers

For more information on any
of our offers please contact:

For our latest updates,
follow us on social media

Carly Mercer
Director, Business Development
cmercer@merchantcantos.com

Dubai
Adam Fothergill
Director, Dubai
5th Floor, Gate Village
10 Dubai International Financial Centre
Dubai, P.O. Box 506691
United Arab Emirates
T: +971 4 446 6270
E: afothergill@merchantcantos.com

New York
Nina Eisenman
Director, Client Services
245 Park Avenue, 14th Floor
New York, NY 10167
USA
T: +1 212 333 3810
E: neisenman@merchantcantos.com

Hong Kong
Patrick Eastwood
Partner, Hong Kong
11 Duddell Street
Central Hong Kong SAR
China
T: +852 3512 5000
E: peastwood@merchantcantos.com

San Francisco
Jane Reiss
Managing Partner, North America
One Bush Street, Suite 1400
San Francisco, CA 94104
USA
T: +1 917 615 5484
E: jreiss@merchantcantos.com

London
Carly Mercer
Director, Business Development
16 Lincoln’s Inn Fields
London, WC2A 3ED
UK
T: +44 (0)20 7242 1336
E: cmercer@merchantcantos.com

Thanks.

